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• Ladies Golf Association holds
annual member-guest event - 6
• Former Racer trio to play in
summer league - 10

Hamming It Up

Friends of
Library begins
first drive for
membership
By HAWKINS'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Friends of the Calloway
County Public Library will kick
off its very first membership
drive this week.
The group was formed in
Library
after
November
Director Mignon Pittman and
Relations
Community
talked
Linn
Sandy
r
inato
Coord
to several interested library
patrons about starting a friends
group and nominated them to
serve on the organizing commitmembers
Committee
tee.
include Ann Landini,organizing
president; Deborah Drane,
organizing vice president; Pat
Harrington, organizing secretary; Joette Shields, organizing
treasurer, and at-large members
Proctor Willson and Margaret
Trevathan.
Landini said that after the
committee formed,she went to a
state meeting in Frankfort to
learn the step-by-step process
for forming a friends group. The
steps included adopting a mission statement, drawing up an
operating agreement with the
library and its board of trustees,
drawing up bylaws. applying for
a federal tax number and incorporating as a non-profit through
the state, which allowed the

ozul

Thou shalt also decree a
thing, and it shall be established unto thee: and the
light shall shine upon thy
ways
- Job 22;28

Al-Qaida
splinter
declares
new state
By RYAN LUCAS
Associated Press

AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times

30 feet in the air on a large
nt Director Bill Call dangles more than
Calloway County Emergency Manageme
ents were wired to one
high-frequency elements to it. Those elem
radio antenna boom while he attaches large
e all over the world
peopl
ct
conta
rsity Amateur Radio Club were using to
of four stations the Murray State Unive
tion.
opera
the real potential in amateur radio
as part of a global field day to exhibit

Amateur Radio field day
draws local enthusiasts
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well-known Ky. Democrats -

By AUSTIN RAMSEY
Staff Writer
The Murray State University
Amateur Radio Club held nothing
back Saturday and Sunday, as they
participated in the American Radio
Relay League Field Day.
The annual event gives amateur
operators a chance to test their skills at
emergency communication in a competitive event featuring radio opera-
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radios should connect with as many
tions all around the globe.
other participating clubs across the
At the MSU Arboretum, several
country and even world during a 24dozen radio enthusiasts — also known
hour period starting at I p.m. Saturday.
as "ham" operators — set up four difSo. as the clock passed noon, the
ferent modes of communication using
at the arboretum was a frenzy of
scene
only generators,car batteries and other
hurried feet and passed papers, the
emergency power sources over the
glow of open laptops and radio dials
weekend. The exercise, said Club
and the hiss and crackle of voices from
President Tim Edmondson, is built
virtually everywhere.
around the idea that operators using
digital phase-shift keying, continuousIII See Page 4
wave Morse code, and two voice

BAGHDAD (AP) - The al-Qaida breakaway group that has seized much of northern Syria and .huge tracks of neighboring
Iraq formally declared the creation of an
Islamic state on Sunday in the territory
under its control.
The spokesman for the Islamic State of
Iraq and the Levant, Abu Mohammed alAdnani, made the announcement in an
audio statement posted online. Islamic
extremists have long dreamed of recreating
the Islamic state, or caliphate, that ruled
over the Middle East in various forms for
hundreds of years.
Abu Mohammed alAdnani declared the
group's chief, Abu Bakr
al-Baghdadi, as the new
leader, or caliph, of the
Islamic state, and called
on those living in areas
under the organization's
control t& swear allegiance to al-Baghdadi
Lister
and support him.
"The legality of all
emirates, groups, states and organizations
becomes null by the expansion of the
caliph's authority and the arrival of its
troops to their areas," al-Adnani said. He
added that with the creation of the
caliphate, the group was changing its name
to just the Islamic State, dropping the mention of Iraq and the Levant.
the
defined
loosely
Al-Adnani
northfrom
ng
runni
as
ory
territ
caliphate's
ern Syria to the Iraqi province of Diyala a vast stretch of land straddling the border
that is already largely under the Islamic
State's control.
It was unclear what immediate practical
impact the declaration would have on the
ground in Syria and Iraq, but analysts

See Page 2

CHECKMATE

Murray Open,camp
mark 'renaissance'
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
The words of 10-year-old
C7aleb Cauley Saturday had to
be music to the ears of Dr.
Wayne Bell.
"We got anything more on
precocious
Sunday." the
Murray boy asked the head of
the Mur-Cal Chess Club during a lunch break for the inaugural Murray Summer Open
tournament inside Murray
State University's Curris
Center. This came after a
week-long camp at Murray
High School in which Cauley

had participated that had
drawn about 15 participants.
Saturday's tournament attracted 26 players from five states.
"I think we're having a bit of
a chess renaissance here," Bell
said, noting that while he was
pleased with this week's participation numbers, he remembers a time when they would
have been much larger. "Thirty
years ago we had what I'd call
a super-operation. We had a
tournament here with 300 kids
from all over and a camp that
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U.S. Army Capt.
makes a move during a match with
Asher Cunningham of Murray, right,
Murray State
the
on
nt
name
y Summer Open tour
Norman Hauggard Saturday at the Murra
to make the
Knox
Fort
at
s
dutie
from
used a weekend off
University campus. Capt. Hauggard
venture to Murray for the tournament.
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Maim. Service

Monday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 90 South southwest wind 6 to 13 mph
Monday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 74.
South southwest wind 8 to 10
mPh.
Tuesday: A 20 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms after 1pm. Mostly
sunny, with a high near 90.
West southwest wind 9 to 11
mPh.
Tuesday Night: A 30 percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Partly cloudy,

with a low around 72 West
southwest wind 6 to 8 mph
Wednesday: A 30 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms Mostly sunny, with a
high near 88 West wind
around 7 mph.
Wednesday Night: A slight
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly cloudy, with a
low around 68 West northwest
wind 3 to 6 mph.
Thursday Mostly sunny, with
a high near 84. North northwest
wind around 8 mph.
Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 65.
North northeast wind 6 to 8
mph.
Independence Day: Mostly
sunny, with a high near 82.
North northeast wind around 8
mph
Friday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 63 North
northeast wind 5 to 7 mph.
Saturday: Sunny, with a high
near 86. East northeast wind
around 5 mph becoming north
in the afternoon.
Saturday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 65
East northeast wind 3 to 5 mph.

From Front
featured three grand masters,
which included the captain of
the United States Olympic team.
The weakest players we had in
that camp was our defending
state champion.
Two of this week's campers
came from nearby Graves
County, home to a high school
program that has advanced to
the state competition the past
two years. Graves head coach
Tom Knight, who directed the
Summer Open, said that he
believes the chess renaissance of
which Bell mentioned must be
region-wide in order to succeed.
"And I believe you're seeing
that. We had two of our sophomores from the Graves team at
(Murray's) camp this week.
Now I'm hearing that Crittenden
County is getting into it with a
school team and a district team.
It just needs to continue spreading from there to increase the
interest," said Knight, noting
that all but three of Graves'eight

ntary campuses have clubs
established.
Players for Saturday's tourna1111111111
.
-111101111
ment also came from high-popumoweiMesi
lation areas, like Bowling
Green, Nashville, Tennessee, St.
Louis, Missouri and Louisville,
which is where veteran player
Romallis St. Cyr calls home. He
said he was very encouraged by
the number of younger players
in the Murray event.
"I went to a tournament in
Chicago a few weeks ago and I
could sense that one of the people
up there was watching me
Eventually he came over to me
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
asked,'Do you remember severMurray Chess Camp at
annual
the
in
part
takes
Cauley
Caleb
al years ago when you were playMurray High School.
ing a guy with a 10-year-old kid
job makes finding
who kept crying because he That is why he wears a T-shirt His everyday
a must as he
nearly
distractions
War."
wanted to be somewhere else? that declares "Chess is
with the U.S. Army
captain
a
is
when
especially
is,
it
here
I
"Well,
and
Well that kid was me
at Fort Knox.
am,— St. Cyr recalled. "He's 25 you're playing these younger based
a weekend off so I
had
"I
and
fear
no
now and has a kid of his own and guys. They just have
make the trip here
to
decided
because
careful
be
to
have
you
he plays and he's going to try to
out well, really
working
it's
and
they will beat you," St. Cyr said.
pass it down to his own child.
Hauggard said.
Capt.
relaxing,"
losperhaps
with
Being faced
"That's what you have to do,is
found out about it
actually
"I
several
player
a
to
match
a
ing
encourage them and it's great to
through talking with the person
see so many kids involi,ed in years younger was not that big
is with the ROTC here,John
that
Hauggard,
Norman
of a deal to
this today."
a retired lieutenant
Simon,
he
so
Murray
to
came
who
He also said he has found
colonel."
younger players to be fearless. would have "something to do."
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NI Friends of Library...
From Front

Freedom Fest

Library will hold its public kickoff meeting, and the annual
meeting will be held each year
in September in the future.
Landini said. The first meeting
will include not only the standard business of hearing the
library director's report, electing
officers and formally adopting
bylaws, but will have the theme
"Celebrate Authors," she said.
"We're going to invite individuals who live here in Calloway
County. or work in Calloway
County. who have written books
to come and be recognized, have
a book signing, meet people in
the community, meet the members of the Friends of the
Library and have a reception to
honor our local authors,"
Landini said.

group to open a bank account.
Landini said the group first
approached people who were
already participating in established library programs about
becoming members. Starting on
Wednesday,the group will begin
reaching out to the larger community. Landini said a representative from the organizing comSpecial to the Ledger
mittee would be at the library
The Briggs and Stratton each Wednesday in July from 1Fireworks Extravaganza, is 4 p.m. to talk with people about
scheduled for July 5 at 9:30 p.m. becoming members. She said
information
The fireworks are set to be membership
launched from Bee Creek and brochures would be distributed
but at varwill follow the Town and Gown not only at the library
town, and
around
places
ious
Community Band performance
they will take members from
beginning at 8 p.m. located at
July through August.
Lovett Auditorium. Residents
On Sept. 7, the Friends of the
can enjoy a perfect view of the
fireworks, from the Murray
Bank Family Night in the Park,
located in Central Park. Other
locations to watch the fireworks From Front
include: Kroger, JC Penney or
Walman parking lots. The Bee expected it to have a dramatic
Creek area of Central Park will effect on the wider jihadi combe closed at this time, for safety munity.
Charles Lister, a visiting felprecautions.
This announcement
low at the Brookings Doha
"I'm so thankful for the unwaCenter, said it will likely have a
a huge threat to
poses
vering support of Briggs and global impact as al-Qaida affiliand its longal-Qaida
Stratton, and their contribution ates and "independent jihadist
of leaderposition
time
to Freedom Fest every year. The groups must now definitively
l
internationa
to
the
ship
fireworks are just another way choose to support and join the
cause."
jihadist
to help celebrate this exciting Islamic State or to oppose it."
State's
Islamic
"The
- Charles Lister 1
weekend for the community,
that
clear
it
made
t
announcemen
and it's all made possible by the
it would perceive any group that
people of Briggs and Stratton,"
failed to pledge allegiance an cause," he said in emailed comsaid Erin Carrico. executive
enemy of Islam," he said. ments. "Taken globally, the
Murray
the
of
director
"Already, this new Islamic State younger generation of the
Convention and Visitors Bureau. has received statements of sup- jihadist community is becoming
For more information regard- port and opposition from more and more supportive of
ing Freedom Fest or the Briggs jihadist factions in Syria. This (the Islamic State), largely out
Fireworks period of judgment is extremely of fealty to its slick and proven
Stratton
and
270-759- important and will likely contin- capacity for attaining rapid
call
Extravaganza
results through brutality."
visit ue for some time to come."
or
•
2199
Al-Baghdadi has long been at
greatest impact.
the
But
www.tourmurray.com.
Lister said, may be on al- odds with al-Qaida leader
Qaida, the organization that for Ayman al-Zawahri, a spat that
Please support the...
years has carried the torch of became public after al-Baghdadi
ignored al-Zawahri's demands
international jihad.
American
that the Islamic State leave
a
t
poses
"This announcemen
Red Cross
huge threat to al-Qaida and its Syria. Al-Zawahri formally dislong-time position of leadership avowed the Islamic State earlier
Every Donation Brings Hope
of the international jihadist this year.

Fireworks set
to light up
Murray sky

•North Korea...
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305-C South 12th St.
Murray, KY

Murray Woman's Clinic welcomes...

DEBBIE WILES

When experience counts,
count on our
lifetimes ofexperience.

ur
115
270-753-9300
Murray, Cadiz
our staff.
Murray Woman's Clinic is pleased to announce the addition of Debbie Wiles to
practitioner
nurse
d
Debbie is well known to many families in our community as a caring, experience
nts.
with training in a broad range of healthcare issues. She is currently accepting appointme

www.murraywomansclinic.com

Board Certified OB/GYN Physicians
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Chadwick: Rose disease preventable
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By MATT CHADWICK
County Extension Office
Spectacular blooms and
diverse types and varieties make
roses a favorite of many
Kentucky gardeners. However,
warm, humid growing conditions create an ideal environment for serious problems each
year with black spot and powdery mildew.
Gardeners can nip these fungal diseases in the bud by planting resistant or tolerant varieties
and creating an unfavorable
environment for disease development. It may be necessary to
use fungicides throughout the
summer, especially on susceptible varieties. The Calloway
County Cooperative Extension
Service has materials on resistant and tolerant varieties.
Nursery catalogues also publish
this information.
To reduce foliar diseases, try

to avoid conditions where rose
leaves remain wet for an extended period of time.
Do not viet foliage when
watering plants and allow sufficient time for leaves to dry before
nighttime. Prune out shading vegetation from overhanging trees
and provide space between rose
bushes to improve ventilation and
sunlight penetration.
Sanitation also is important
for managing rose diseases. If
you have not already removed
and destroyed old leaves, winter-damaged canes and debris,
do it as soon as possible. These
items are a source of diseasecausing organisms.
Many fungicides are labeled
to control rose diseases. Always
check the label to be sure the
product controls black spot and
powdery mildew and read and
follow application instructions.
To maintain disease suppres-

sion, repeat fungicide applications at 10- to I4-day intervals
throughout the growing season.
Black spot produces dark.
circular spots with fringed borders on the top or bottom side of
leaves. Infected leaves often
turn yellow and drop, reducing
flower numbers and quality.
White. powdery fungal
growth is a sign of powdery
mildew. It is easy to locate on
such plant surfaces as leaves,
stems and flower buds. Infected
leaves may be small and
deformed.
Two other important. but less
common, foliar diseases of roses
are downy mildew and rust.
Downy mildew produces lesions
that are an off-color, later turning
purplish brown. It leads to defoliation. Rust-colored spots on leaves
and stems indicate the disease,
rust. Severely infected leaves may
shrivel and turn brown.

el*

a
MATT' CHADWICK I Calloway County Extension Office
Warm, humid growing conditions create an ideal environment for serious rose diseases.
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County FSA committee
nominations underway
By SHARLISA
SMOTHERMAN
Farm Service Agency
• Northern Boundary —
The nomination period for
South Of Kentucky Hwy. 121.
local Farm Service Agency
North
(FSA)county committees began
• Eastern Boundary - From
last week.
Intersection of 121 North
Calloway County is divided
and U.S. 641 South to Main
into three Local Administrative
Street
Areas. The LAA holding an
• Western Boundary - East
election for 2015 term is LAA
of Galloway County and
No. 3.
Graves County line
To be eligible to serve on an
• Southem Boundary FSA county committee for 2015.
North of state line
a person must participate or
Credit FWTI Berms Aver*
cooperate in a program administered by FSA,be eligible to vote gible individual must sign the
in a county committee election nomination form, FSA-669A.
and reside in the local adminis- The form and other information
trative area where the election is about FSA county committee
being be,Id.
ections are available at
.
:Farmers and ratcherti nlay;
.usda.gov/elections.
nominate themsillorea:4)6otikia.11
‘ omination fornos for the
Organizations
representing 2014 election mat be postminorities and women also may marked or received in the local
nominate candidates.
USDA Service Center by close
To become a candidate, an eli- of business on Aug. I.

County Boundaries
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. Kentucky Department of Agriculture photo
MSU INTERN: KerAucky Department of Agriculture summer
intern Luke King of Burkesville. who attends Murray State
University, presents one of his summer internship projects to,
intern Tyler Peavler, Kentucky Agriculture Commissioner
James Corner and Deputy Commissioner Steve Kelly.
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Hutson would like to thank those that have served our country
and protected our freedom. As always, have a fun and safe 4th
of Ju:y weekend!
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Leave
Note

Conway picks up several
Democratic endorsements

WWW.111111
fighting for the working men
By BRUCE SCHREINER
and women of our commonAssociated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - wealth," Conway, in his second
Gubernatorial candidate Jack term as the state's attorney genConway picked up endorsements eral, said in a statement.
Ford, a former governor and
Thursday from three well-known
Kentucky Democrats, winning senator, said Conway has the
early support from former U.S. experience to move Kentucky
Sen. Wendell Ford, ex-state forward. He said Conway is
Auditor Crit Luallen and John committed to "looking voters in
N'armuth — the state's only cur- the eye and uniting our party."
"As attorney general, he has a
rent Democratic congressman.
The three big names in record of protecting our famiDemocratic circles lined up lies, being fiscally conservative,
behind Conway at a time when fighting the scourge of addiction
several other Democrats are still and standing up for Kentuckians
weighing whether to enter the in their time of need," Ford said.
Luallen is a longtime friend
2015 race for governor.
"I am humbled to receive the and mentor of Conway's. She
endorsements of three people considered her own run for govwho have been so dedicated to ernor next year but backed away
standing up for Kentuckians and from the race.

Norma Si
Norma Sul
Thursday,
will be held
Funeral Hon.
at the funera

Steele

AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times photos

University Amateur Radio club's tallest
Above, county Emergency Management Director Bill Call climbs atop the Murray State
halo forms in the sky. The optical pheantenna at the global radio field day Saturday while above him what is known as a sun
Below, an ham radio operator logs in data
• nornenoll is caused by quickly vaporizing ice crystals in the Earth's atmosphere.
four different radio operations participatfrom a morse code contact he has made on the west coast. This station was one of
ing in the field day on Saturday and Sunday.

Per dayl

Display your car, truck,
SUV, boat or motorcycle
in a high-traffic location
for only $1 per day.
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HEY KENTUCKY SPORTS FANS!

THE SEC NETWORK
IS COMING TO DISH
LAUNCHING AUGUST 14, 2014

From Front
From under the arboretum
pavillion, Calloway County
Management
Emergency
Director and Club Trustee Bill
Call was strung almost 40 feet in
the air putting the finishing
touches on an antenna operating
on a 20-meter bandwidth.
Strung across trees were long
wires hiding even more antennas of varying height or length.
Edmondson said the club operated on almost all 26 available
bandwidths for the field day so
as to prevent interrnod, where
different stations would interfere with communication -signals. A large operation like
MSU's .is ,recorded and tallied
by the ARRL, which collects
points, but Edmondson said it's
more than just that.
"The biggest part of this is not
the points but just the operating
experience and seeing how effi-

Be Safe, Call Before Digging

CALL TODAY
FOR MORE DETAILS!

rw
AVAILAP E
OVALIFYINC. PACO AV.(
STAN TING AT

WOOD Electronics
1230 State Route 121 N
Murray, KY

270-753-0530

cient we can be working in an
emergency situation," he said.
Chuck
President
Vice
Williams said ham radio enthusiasts are crucial at times of
needs - when all else fails.
"We (use our radios) during
severe weather on a regular
basis." he said."We have regular
storm spotters who are part of
the National Weather Service
Spotter
Storm
Skywarn
Operation. Of course the one
time that we have been used
most recently in the greatest
capacity was the ice storm of
2009. For several days, ham
radio contact was the only means
oVaggifirnicating with 'the
--Commurigation
Ernei
nkfort.
Cen
This year was the first year
the radio club participated in
the field day during the full 24hour period. It's estimated they
joined almost 40,000 others
worldwide.
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For more information,
call Murray Natural Gas
at 270-762-0336.

DIALi3EnevgrOt CENTER
Do you qualify for Diabetic Footwear Benefits?
If you have Medicare Part B & Supplemental Insurance
you maybe eligible for

Diabetic Shoes at little or no cost to you!
We offer
multiple lines
of professionally
fitted
diabetic shoes.

Ira
insur
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University of Louisville accepts
record $10M unconditional gift

Murray Natural Gas
wants to remind you to
be careful when you
begin your planting and
yard cleaning.
Call Kentucky 811 at 811
to have all utility lines
marked in the area in which
you will be digging.

Every Donation Brings Hope

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) The University of Louisville
landed one of its largest gifts in
school history on Thursday, a
$10 million donation from a
prominent local businessman
who attached no conditions on
how the money is used.
The gift from J.D. Nichols,
chairman of the local real estate
development firm NTS Corp.,
continued the school's fundraising momentum.
UofL announced in April that
it had surpassed its $1 billion
goal for a fundraising campaign, now winding down, that
began in 2007. The capital
campaign is aimed at boosting
student scholarships, faculty

support and research.
Nichols' donation is undesignated, meaning it can be used at
the discretion of UofL President
James Ramsey.
"I trust Jim," Nichols said in
explaining his reason for not
attaching any strings. "He
knows where it needs to go
and I don't."
Nichols is a 1964 graduate of
UofL's law school and a former
member of the school's board of
trustees. His donation ranks as
the 11th-largest in UofL history
and the second-largest unrestricted gift, the school said. It
will be paid over three to five
years, it said.
"Education is the key to the
continued growth and success of
our community," Nichols said.

Easy-To-Handle Design At
Easy-To-Handle Prices

TimeCutter SS

Starting at
2499
• 3-in-i cutting system
• Automatic braking system
• Exclusive Smart Speed
Control
• Powerful Kohler or
Kawasaki engines
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO INC.

MEDICAL PRODUCTS CENTER

210 South 12th Street•Murray,KY
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Norma Sue Coplen Steele
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Norma Sue Coplen Steele was called to her heavenly home on
Thursday, June 26,2014, at the age of 88. A celebration of her life
will be held on Sunday. June 29,2014 at 2 p.m. at the JH Churchill
Funeral Home, with the viewing on Saturday, June 28 from 4-7 p.m.
at the funeral home.
A native of Graves County, Mrs. Steele was the
daughter of Bertha and Will Coplen and sister to
Raleigh and Glenn Coplen. Mrs. Steele has resided
in Murray since 1945, where she attended Murray
State University. In 1946, she married Earl Steele,
founder of Steele and Albritten Plumbing and
Electric, who preceded her in death in 1998. Mrs.
Steele was a life-long member of the Church of
Christ, including Water Street, 7th and Poplar, and
Glendale Road Churches of Christ. In all of these
she was a faithful servant. Mrs. Steele was an
Steele
accomplished seamstress and cook,and she joyfully shared those gifts with family, friends, neighbors and strangers.
Her life was devoted to service - to her family, her friends, her
church,and her community. She often said,"! try to help at least one
person every day." Many will recall how she helped them in some
way or some delicious dish she prepared for them.
Mrs. Steele was a loving and devoted wife, mother, grandmother,
and great-grandmother. She put her family first; showed them by
example how to live; and, demonstrated daily that no sacrifice was
too great to be made for them. She was also a surrogate mother and
grandmother to many others, including Jordyn Dublin, whom she
loved dearly.
Mrs. Steele is survived by her daughters Paulette Steele. ,Kitty
Steele, and Suzzette Chapman and her husband, Ken: son, David
May and his wife, Betty; grandson, Jason Reed and his wife.
Jennifer; granddaughters Taylor and Emily; and brother-in-law, Bob
Steele and his wife, Mary.
The family wishes to thank those who remembered Mrs. Steele
with cards and visits during the past year. We are especially grateful
to Linda Parker. her niece: Cathy Allen; Christian Crouse: and Judy
Evans for their unfailing kindnesses and continuing support.
Those wishing to remember Mrs. Steele may do so through donations to the Glendale Road Church of Christ, 1101 Glendale Rd.,
Murray, KY 42071 or The Angels Community Clinic, 1005 Poplar
Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolencs may be left at w wwthejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Billy Dan Stokes

Tommye D. Taylor
Tomrnye D. Taylor, 87, of Murray, Kentucky, died Saturday. June
28,2014, at Spring Creek Health Care in Murray.
Arrangements are incomplete at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

William Adair

Miller

William Adair "Bill" Miller, 64, of Murray, Kentucky, died
Thursday, June 26,2014 at Alive Hospice in Nashville, Tennessee.
He was born March 7,1950 in Cranford, New Jersey to William J.
and Eugenie McCraith Miller, who preceded him in death.
He was a member of Trinity Episcopal in Cranford. He was a
retired Calloway County Middle School math and algebra teacher
and was the school's head football and track coach. He also served
as a Calloway County High School assistant football coach and head By CHRIS SHERMAN
soccer coach. He coached the Lady Fury girl's fast pitch softball Associated Press
BROWNSVILLE.
Texas
team and was East Elementary's coach in Calloway County's initial
(AP)- President Barack Obama
year of football.
He earned his bachelor's degree in physical education from Davis will seek more than $2 billion to
and Elkins College in West Virginia where he was on two NAIA respond to the flood of immiNational Championship soccer teams in 1968 and 1970 and nation- grants illegally. entering the U.S.
al runner-up in 1969. He earned a tryout with the Pittsburg Miners through the Rio Grande Valley
of the ASL. He later earned a master's degree in sports psychology area of Texas and ask for new
powers to deal with returning
from West Virginia University.
Mr. Miller is survived by his wife Rebecca of Murray; two daugh- immigrant children apprehended
ters, Megan McCraith Miller of Nashville. Tennessee and Lindsay while traveling without their
Adair Miller of Birmingham. Alabama; a sister, Jo Ann Miller parents, a White House official
Barton and husband Tom of Berkeley Heights, New Jersey and two said Saturday.
With Obama looking to
nieces.
A memorial service is being planned for 2 p.m., Saturday, July 12, Congress for help with what he
has called an "urgent humanitar20(4, at the Heritage chapel of Imes Funeral Home.
Expressions of sympathy should take the form of donations to a ian situation," House Minority
scholarship fund being set up in Bill's name. Initially donations can Leader Nancy Pelosi visited a
be sent to: Bill Miller CCHS Scholarship Fund, c/o Imes Funeral Border Patrol facility in
Home, 311 N. 4th St., Murray, KY 42071 while the scholarship is Brownsville that held unaccombeing established. Further details will be made available at the panied children. More than
52,000 unaccompanied children,
memorial service.
most from Central America,
Online condolences may be left at www.imesmiller.com.
Heritage Chapel of Imes Funeral Home is in charge of arrange- have been apprehended entering
"The fact is these are chilments.
dren - children and families,"
Pelosi said. "We have a moral
responsibility to address this in a
The number of times published or the length of one or more of the dignified way."
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and
Times policy. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or space.

Obama to seek border aid;
Pelosi visits southern Texas

Insurgent-held city grounds
for largest troop pushback
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and the Levant. The militants'
surge across much of northern
and western Iraq has thrown the
country into its deepest crisis
since U.S. troops withdrew in
December 2011, and threatens to
cleave the nation in three along
sectarian and ethnic lines.
Iraq's large. U.S.-trained and
equipped military melted away
in the face of the militant
onslaught, sapping morale and
public confidence in its ability to
stem the tide, let alone claw
back lost turf. If successful, the
Tikrit operation could help
restore a degree of faith in the
security forces - as well as
embattled Prime Minister Noun
al-Maliki, who is fighting to
keep his job.
Saturday's fighting began
before dawn with helicopter gunships carrying out airstrikes on
insurgents who were attacking
troops at a university campus on
Tikrit's northern outskirts, Iraq.
military spokesman Lt. Gen

DGERGLI.IMES

KARIM KADIM / AP photo
Iraqi federal policemen stand guard at a checkpoint outside of
Baghdad International Airport Saturday.
Qassim al-Moussawi said. The
government forces had established a bridgehead on the university's sprawling grounds after
being airlifted in the previous day.
Sporadic clashes continued
throughout the day at the university. At the same time, several
columns of troops pushed north
toward Tikrit from Samarra, a
city along the banks of the Tigris
River and home to an important
Shiite shrine, a senior security

Join Us
American
Red Cross

For
Best
Results

official said on condition of
anonymity because he was not
authorized to brief the media.
By sundown, Lt. Gen. Ahmed
Abu Ragheef, a commander in
the Salahuddin Operational
Command, said a column of
troops had reached the edge of
Tikrit, while another had
secured an air base that previously served as a U.S. military
facility known as Camp
Speicher.
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The Murray Ledger & Times, a 7,500-circulation,
Monday through Saturday daily newspaper in Murray,
Ky., is currently seeking an energetic, self-starter to fill
the position of Sports Writer / Photographer. This perresponsibilities
son's
will
covering
include
games/events,. breaking news, writing feature stories,
taking photographs, assisting with layout, uploading
items to the web and other basic SPorts reporter duties.
A working knowledge of Quark XPress and Adobe
Photoshop is a plus. Proficiency with a 35mm camera
also helpful. Work schedule includes nights and weekends. A bachelor's degree in journalism is preferred.
Send resume and clippings to: Greg Travis, editor, The
Murray Ledger & Times, 1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY
42071; or e-mail. editor@murrayledger.com.
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Obama plans to make the
requests of Congress in a letter
to be sent Monday.
Details of the emergency
appropriation, including the
exact amount and how it will be
spent, will come after lawmakers return from their holiday
recess on July 7, said the official, who was not authorized to
speak by name and discussed
the requests on condition of
anonymity. Obama will also ask
that the Homeland Security
Department be granted the authority to apply "fast track" procedures to the screening and deportation of all immigrant children
traveling without their parents and
that stiffer penalties be applied to
those who smuggle children
across the border, the official said.
Obama's requests were reported
first by The New York Times.
In Brownsville, Pelosi said she
holds little hope that Congress
will pass comprehensive immigration reform this year but that
politics should be set aside.

- 110113 IAllaantaaidl

Iraq forces launch push for Tikrit
By RYAN LUCAS
Associated Press
BAGHDAD (AP)- The Iraqi
government launched its biggest
push yet to wrest back ground
lost to Sunni militants, as soldiers backed by tanks and helicopter gunships began an offensive Saturday to retake the
northern city of Tikrit.
There were conflicting reports
as to how far the military
advanced in its initial thrust
toward Tikrit, the hometown of
former dictator Saddam Hussein.
Residents said militants were still
in control of the city by nightfall,
while Iraqi officials said troops
had reached the outskirts and
even pressed deep into the heart
of Tikrit itself.
What was clear, however, was
the government's desire to portray the campaign as a significant
step forward after two weeks of
demoralizing defeats at the hands
of insurgents led by the al-Qaida
breakaway Islamic State of Iraq

Billy Dan Stokes, 83, of New Johnsonville, Tennessee, and formerly of Murray, Kentucky, died Saturday, June 28, 2014, at the
Three Rivers Hospital in Waverly, Tennessee.
Arrangements are incomplete at this time at the J.H.Churchill
Funeral Home.

is taking applications for help in the
circulation and press department.
For an application come into our
office at: 1001 Whitnell Avenue.
or send your resume to
P.O. Box 1040 Murray, Ky. 42071
or call 270-753-1916
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Ladies of Murray Country Club
The Ladies Golf Association
at the Murray Country Club held
its annual Member-Guest golf
event Wednesday. June 25.
Fifteen two-lady teams competed with lunch following play.
the
in
winner
The
Championship Flight was the
team of Becky English and
Melanie Lowe. Second place
was won by Terri Pickens and
Tammy Grisham with the third
place team being Melisa Hicks
and Debbie Dick. In the First
Flight. Patsy Green and Leta
Taylor were the winning team
with Jennifer Crouse and Donna
Tucker taking second. Third
place went to Bobby Lee and
Joan Hayman. Hostesses for the
event were Cheryl Pittman and

Judy Muehleman.
Regular play is scheduled for
Wednesday, July 2. The line up
for 18 holers is:
#1 - Bobby Lee, Cheryl
Pittman, Marcia Beam and
Susan Doran
#3 - Judy Muehleman. Vicki
Baker and Rebecca LandoIt
#6 - Gwen Mathis, Pam
Adams and Sue Collins
#10 - Jennifer Crouse, Betty
Jo Purdom and Cyndi Cohoon
Nine holers will play the back
nine with the line up as follows:
#10a - Linda Porcher, Patsy
Chaney and Lashlee Foster
#15 - Joyce Houston, Sue
Overbey and Sheila Henry
Gwen Mathis and Sue Collins
will be the hostesses.

Blood donation opportunity

An opportunity to donate blood to the
American Red Cross will be Tuesday. July I ,
from II a.m. until 3 p.m. and Wednesday. July
2,from 11 a.m. until 3 p.m. at Walmart,KY 641
N. Visit redcrossblood.org or call 1-800-7332767 to schedule an appointment.

CCPL Committee will meet

Photo provided

LIONS CLUB HONORS BENNETT: Hughes Bennett, left,
was presented with a plaque of appreciation by Joe
Thompson during the Hazel Lions Club meeting at South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church. Bennett served as
president of the club for nine years.

by Jacqueline Bigar

Horoscope
BIRTHDAY for
HAPPY
Tuesday,July 1,2014:
This year you often have a hard
time finding clarity, but somehow you manage to see the light.
You will learn from these confusing experiences. You also
will become far more concerned
with your image than you have
in the past. If you are single, you
are in a position where you can
meet people with ease. You will
enjoy the process of dating and
getting to know others. If you
are attached,the two of you tend
to act like newlyweds. You are
likely to make a major purchase
or financial decision involving
your joint funds this year.
VIRGO can be prissy and difficult.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** You'll be able to handle a
situation that pops up unexpectedly. Your imagination might go
wild, so be willing to discuss
what is on your mind.
Communication will clear up a
problem. Be more nurturing with

an associate if you want a better
performance. Tonight: Get into
your day.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
**** You could go from being
somewhat quiet and subdued to
being wonderfully open and
more willing to express your
ideas with others. You might be
ready for a change of pace, but
either way you will flourish and
adjust accordingly. Tonight:
Spice up the night.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Stay anchored, and know
where you are coming from.
Verbalize more of what you want
from someone in your daily environment. Don't lose sight of what
you want to do, and don't allow
others to distract you. Tonight:
Stay close to home.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Communication will
open doors that previously might
have been closed. Ask questions
if you think you are not hearing
what someone else really
intends to express. Realize that
others also might need clarification. Tonight: Nibbles and
friends.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You'll have a lot to say,
and you will say it -- but only at
the right moment. Touch base
with a friend who often supports

The Internal Needs sub-committee of the
Calloway County Public Library's Facilities
Martha
Needs Assessment Committee will meet
Finney Andrus, Wednesday, July 2,at 4:30 p.m. at the library.
Community
editor
Gastrectomy Group to meet
The Sleeve Gastrectomy Support Group will meet Thursday.July
Wellness and on
3,from 5.30-6:30 p.m. at the Center for Health and
at the Bariatric
p.m.
12:30
to
a.m.
Tuesday, July 8, from 11:30
speaker and
guest
the
be
will
Korson
Rachel
Dr.
Solutions office.
talk about the effects of sleep apnea on weight loss. For more information, contact Bariatric Solutions, 270-762-1547.

Datebook

you, but who also might feel free
to make comments that are not
always complimentary. Use caution with a financial matter.
Tonight: Where your friends are.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Listen carefully to news,
and make sure that you have
processed this information
before making any comments.
You might sense a change in
how you feel. You can clear out a
problem effectively without any
hassles, if that is what you
decide. Tonight: Feel your
Wheaties
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Your recent irritation
seems to have mellowed out,
which encourages a review of
your choices. You have a lot of
thinking to do. Take your time,
but know that others might wonder why you have been so quiet.
Start a discussion only if you
want to. Tonight: Get some R
and R.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You're a force to be dealt
with wherever you are. Others
will want to hear your opinions
and thoughts, so don't hesitate
to open up. You might discover
just how many supporters you
have, and you could be taken
aback. Listen to their comments.
Tonight: With friends.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You will tend to look at
the big picture. Listen to your
instincts with an opportunity that
might sound too good to be true.
Others are more than willing to
contribute. Pressure could build
with an older person you
respect. Tonight: Out late.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Deal directly with a partner or dear friend who enjoys
taking the opposite point of view
from yours. This interchange
could help you see a problem
you might not have noticed otherwise. Reach out to someone.
Tonight: Question your options.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** What starts out as a
social happening could evolve
into something more. One person in this group will stand out.
You could find that he or she
seems intense yet understanding. Tonight: Togetherness
works.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Others might feel a need
to stay in control and have things
way.
certain
a
happen
Understand that you don't need
to ask questions: these people
just need to see the results of
their hind work. That is the only
way they can grow. Tonight: Say
"yes" to an offer.

Community band seeks voices
needs voices for a vol-

The Town and Gown Community Band
unteer chorus as part of the Freedom Fest Concert on Saturday,July
5.1f you read music and are at least 15 years of age,there will be a
rehearsal Tuesday, July I. 6 p.m. in the Murray State University
Chorus Room.The Community Band is under the direction of Todd
Hill. For more information, you may contact him online,
thill@murraystate.edu.

Toolbox Series to be presented

McCracken County Extension Service and McCracken County
Master Gardeners Association present Toolbox Series "Bug Out"
Tuesday, July 1, at 5 p.m. at the McCracken County Extension
Office, 2705 Olivet Church Road, Paducah. Guest speaker, Megan
Lawrence, will discuss different insects and how they can affect the
home garden. This is a free presentation and is open to the public.
Registration is not required. For more information, contact the
Extension Office, 270-554-9420.

Lap Band Support Group to meet

The Lap Band Support Group will meet Thursday. July 3, from
11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at the Bariatric Solutions office and from
5:30-6:30 p.m. at the Center for Health and Wellness. Dr. Rachel'
Korson will be the guest speaker and talk about the effects of sleep
apnea on weight loss. For more information, contact Bariatric
Solutions, 270-762-1547.

CCPL committee meeting planned

The Financial Feasibility sub-committee of the Calloway County
Public Library's Facilities Needs Assessment Committee will meet
Tuesday, July 1, at 4 p.m. at the library.

Ky. retirees to meet in Paducah

The Purchase Chapter of Kentucky Retirees will meet at 10:30
a.m. Thursday, July 3, at Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Clifton Drive,
Paducah,for a combined lunch and business meeting.A11retiress of
the Kentucky Retirement System are encouraged to attend. For
more information, call 270-898-7289 or 270-362-8709.

Temple Hill Masonic Lodge to meet
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by Amite Peeler
trip- this week was to
"road
Our
Can's Barn in Mayfield for lunch.
Good food and great friends
makes a very special day. After
lunch we hit some of the shops and
worked off those calories.
We had an ole fashioned ice
cream soda social this week. We
are served plain ice cream lots of
times at Hickory Woods but this
ice cream soda was different. We
loved adding the chocolate to it
and even ran out. But Barbara
Brandon saved the day since she
had an extra bottle in her apartment. Everyone agreed this was
an event they wanted at least on a
monthly basis.
We loaded up the van Thursday
afternoon and took off to the
movies. When you're at the
movies it doesn't matter if it's 100
degrees outside or raining, it's
cool, comfortable and entertaining. We have Movie Monday lots
of times at Hickory Woods but it's
just nice going and seeing it on the
big, big screen.
Dot Lavender and Ella Van
Tidwell's "Hazel Girls" met this
week at Hickory Woods. They are
a delightful group of ladies who
get together, have lunch and just
spend time together. That is wonderful that they continue to stay in
touch.
We were happy to have Roxanne
Kaler back with us this week. We
had certainly missed hearing her
beautiful voice. Now that she's
recovered from her surgery, we
hope to see her more often.
We continue to enjoy our book
club with Sandy Linn. The book
we are reading and discussing is
Anne of Green Gables. We also
watched the movie this week
which helped give us insight in the
book. We appreciate Sandy who is
leading our group and bringing us
some sort of delicious refreshment
when she comes.
Birthday wishes this week goes
out to employee, Kelsey Nelson.
Kelsey is one of our college gals
and I think she is a good representative of young people. Happy
birthday Kelsey and wish you
many more birthdays!
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Temple Hill 276 Masonic Lodge will hold its regular meeting
Tuesday, July I. A meal will be served at 6 p.m. followed by the
meeting at 7 p.m. Master Jeff Kirks urges all master masons to
attend.
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Dexter-Almo Water District will meet

The Board of the Dexter-Almo Heights Water District will hold
its monthly meeting Thursday. July 3, at 7 p.m., at the office at 351
Almo Road. Almo.

CCPL offers free computer classes
The Calloway County Public Library is offering a free computer
class for beginners on introduction to Microsoft Word, Thursday.
July 3,from 12:30-2:30 p.m. On July 8,from 5-7 p.m., the library
is offering Microsoft Word Advanced. To pre-register for these
classes, call 270-753-2288.
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Free health screening by MCCH
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Wellness Works program
will be offering a free community health screening on Thursday.
July 3, from 6-9:30 a.m. at Spring Creek station #3 dining room.
1401 South 16th Street. Lipids, blood sugar and PSA screenings(12
hr. fast required, drinking water is ok) will be offered. For more
information, call 270-762-1348.

Friends of CCPL accepting members

A representative from the newly-organized Friends of the
Calloway County Public Library will be at the library from 1-4
p.m., Wednesday,July 2,to accept membership applications and to
answer questions about the organization. Individuals who join this
year will be charter members.

TOPS meeting Tuesday at FCC

Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday, July I. from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church.
Visitors are welcome. For more information call Sheila at 270-2271723.

GRAPHIC DESIGN
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently accepting
resumes for an experienced Graphic Designer. Proficiency
with Quark X-Press, Adobe InDesign and Adobe
Photoshop is required. Must be able to multi-task and
work efficiently in a fast paced environment.
Salary will be based on experience.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental plans, are all
part of an excellent benefit package.

...Where priceless
memories are made.

Graphic Design Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 42071
270-753-1916

84 Utherback Rd. • Murray, Ky
Mom 12701 7944790 • 1-888-231-5014

An Equal,Opportunity Employer
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To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified@murrayledger.com or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:(270) 753-1927
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Lost and Found

The Housing Authority of Murray will take
sealed bids for the following vehicle: 2005
Ford E350 StarTrans van, 15 passenger,
with 17,000 miles. Sealed bids must be
received by 3 p.m. June 30, 2014. This
vehicle may be viewed by calling
270-752-0270 during normal business
hours 18 a.m. to 4 p.m.) Monday through
Friday. Information and photos of the
vehicle are also available at
www.phamurray.org.
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MISSING:
Trixie
brown
and
white
Mountain Cur. Missing
in the Hazel area.
Scared of storms. 270492-8634
060
Help Wanted
Caregiver needed to
elderly
man. This
includes personal care,
housekeeping, errands
and meals. Must be
available all shifts. For
application call (270)
226-8457
CERTIFIED NURSING
ASSISTANT
Partwiew Nursing and
Rehabilitation Center in
Paducah
Full-time
positions
available for all shifts.
PRN positions also
available. Must be a
Kentucky-certified
nursing
assistant.
Long-term care experience preferred. We
offer great pay and
benefits to full-time
associates in a teamoriented environment.

gone too soon
Loved Edrever
Always in our Ilearts
6/29/76 - 12/18/03
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Assist to Succeed
Dental Assisting School at the
office of Dr. Jerry Sells in Benton.
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.All netiress of
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9.

Starting August 12th.
Classes will run on Tuesday and
Thursday evenings from 6-9pm for
10 weeks. Tuition is $2,999.

eet

Call (270)527-1479 or visit
BentonDentist.com for more
information.
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Home Delivery
Local Mall
$30.00
3 mo.
6 mo..---.$55.00
6 mo....---355.011
1
All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo..----.$70.50 3 ma ...........$75.00
6 mo.....—.......$90.00 6
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Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
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Cindy Ivy
270-443-6543
270-442-3312 fax
544 Lone Oak Road
Paducah, KY 42003
Cynthia_lvy0LCCA.co
Visit us: LCCA.com
E0E/M/FN/D-49588
CONCRETE MIXER
TRUCK OPERATOR
FEDERAL Materials
Company has immediate openings. CDL
necessary. Safe driving
record, good work history, and a flexible
schedule is required.
Top benefits, lots of OT,
and much more, Apply
In person at any location.
NO PHONE CALLS.
Positions are available
in: Paducah. Calvert,
Murray, Cadiz,
Princeton,Mayfield
Learn
more
at
www.fmcl.com.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this wehsite.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
Job listings Thank you.
PEPPERS Automotive
Group
Open for an automotive salesperson. Apply
in person at 2420 East
Wood Street Paris, TN
See Chuck 731-6423900
SHEET metal (Duct
installers)
(Service
Tech's) Call 270-4421313
PARIS, TN manufacturing company looking
for
full-time
Office/Administrative
Assistant. Duties primarily
include
researching and pricing
materials, shippings,
assisting management
and customers followup Must have positive
attitude, willingness to
learn, ability to communicate and able to
research via internet,
work excel and word
Email
documents
resume with compensation requirements to
wanted25730gmailco

Help Wanted

Nap Wanted

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
08-07-2014 TO 12-20-2014 KY0530217
JONES/KEY, MURRAY, KY
4 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate(AEWR) whichever is higher guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed.
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO
AND DIVERSIFIED CROPS WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE. $10.10/HR. 3/4 CONTRACT
HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT
COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER. COMPLETE
INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)
THE KY DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079. USING JOB ORDER
NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW
SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT
EMPLOYERS COST, POST EMPLOYMENT.
TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
08-01-2014 TO 12-15-2014 KY0529649
HERNDON & MCCLARD FARMS ASSOC,
HAZEL, KY
4 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed.
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO
AND DIVERSIFIED CROPS WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE. $10.10/HR. 3/4 CONTRACT
HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT
COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER. COMPLETE
INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)
THE KY DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079. USING JOB ORDER
NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW
SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT
EMPLOYERS COST POST EMPLOYMENT.
TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
08-07-2014 TO 01-31-2014 KY0530232
GARY L. BRAME FARMS LLC, MAYFIELD, KY
22 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed.
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO
AND DIVERSIFIED CROPS WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE. $10.10/HR. 3/4 CONTRACT
HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT
COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER. COMPLETE
INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)
THE KY DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079. USING JOB ORDER
NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW
SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT
EMPLOYERS COST. POST EMPLOYMENT.

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
08-01-201410 12-01-2014 KY0530163
DAVID FEAGIN FARMS, MURRAY, KY
2 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the.
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed.
, GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO
AND DIVERSIFIED CROPS WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE. $10.10/11R. 3/4 CONTRACT
HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT
COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER. COMPLETE
INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)
THE KY DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE INVEST- •
MENT AT 502-782-3079. USING JOB ORDER
NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW
SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT
EMPLOYERS COST, POST EMPLOYMENT.

BUSINESS& SERVICE DIRECTMI
Kritter Kare
Anima/ Boarding and House Calls
*Reliable
Our home or yours
*Affordable
*References Available
.Safe & Loving Environment
.--•
.1K
..
Phone: 270-759-5426
Email: kritterkareboarding@yahoo.com

, Embroidery &
Screen Printing
Always on Time & What You Ordered
1604 Hwy 121 Bypass-Murray
753-7743
tShiftS1 @ murray-ky.net

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray .Cio% Eyecare Specialties
Residential & Commercial
Dr. Kevin Adams
753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

Thank you for your business!

*Eyeglasses
*Contacts
*Eye Disease

308 S. 12th
Murray
759-2500

mumtyorocani.com

Call Chelsea Humphreys
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!
I
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TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
08-15-201410 12-25-2014 KY0530971
H&C FMS. MURRAY, KY
4 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed.
HARVESTING TOBACCO AND DIVERSIFIED
CROPS WITH 3 MONTHS EXPERIENCE.
$10.10/HR. 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP AT NO
CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE
BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER
50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST MEET
PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB
ORDER. COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS
JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE
(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE) THE KY DEPT. FOR
WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-7823079. USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE,
TO SET UP INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT.

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
08-15-2014 TO 12-31-2014 KY0530443
SMITH FARMS, K1RKSEY. KY
5 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO
WITH 3 MONTHS EXPERIENCE_ $10.10/HR.
3i4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL
TOOLS AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST TRANSPORTATION
AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF
CONTRACT COMPLETED. TRANSPORT
DAILY TO WORKSITE MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER_
COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT
THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT:
OFFICE) THE KY DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE
INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079. USING JOB
ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET UP
INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG
TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST, POST
EMPLOYMENT

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
08-10-2014 TO 12-15-2014 KY0530302
EDWARDS FARMS ASSOC. HAZEL, KY
3 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO
AND DIVERSIFIED CROPS WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE. $10.10/HR. 3/4 CONTRACT
HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT
COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER. COMPLETE
INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)
THE KY DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079. USING JOB ORDER
NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW
SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT
EMPLOYERS COST, POST EMPLOYMENT.

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
08-01-2014 TO 12-15-2014 KY0530103
KEITH HARRIS FARMS INC, BENTON, KY
7 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed.
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO
AND DIVERSIFIED CROPS WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE. $10.10/HR. 1'4 CONTRACT
HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE_ HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT
COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE, MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER. COMPLETE
INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)
THE KY DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079. USING JOB ORDER
NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW
SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT
EMPLOYERS COST. POST EMPLOYMENT.

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
08-01-2014 TO 12-01-2014 KY0530983
RICKY CROUCH, MURRAY, KY
2 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed.
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO
WITH 3 MONTHS EXPERIENCE. $10.10/HR.
3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL
TOOLS AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE_ HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST TRANSPORTATION
AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF
CONTRACT COMPLETED. TRANSPORT
DAILY TO WORKSITE MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER.
COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT
THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE) THE KY DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE
INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079. USING JC43
ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET UP
INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG
TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST, POST EMPLOYMENT.

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07-28-2014 TO 12-20-2014 KY0529473
KDWLD FARMS, MURRAY, KY
3 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state. agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed.
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO
AND DIVERSIFIED CROPS WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE. $10.10/HR 3/4 CONTRACT
HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT
COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER COMPLETE
INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)
THE KY DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079. USING JOB ORDER
NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW
SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT
EMPLOYERS COST, POST EMPLOYMENT.

All our line ads are placed online for FREE! From pets to used
cars. Check the CLASSIFIEDS for all your needs! 753-1916
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TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
08-10-2014 TO 12-31-2014 KY0530299
P&C TOO, MURRAY, KY
2 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed.
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO
WITH 3 MONTHS EXPERIENCE. $10.10/HR.
3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL
TOOLS AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST TRANSPORTATION
AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF
CONTRACT COMPLETED. TRANSPORT
DAILY TO WOHKSITE MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER.
COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT
THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE) THE KY DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE
INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079. USING JOB
ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET UP
INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG
TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST, POST
EMPLOYMENT.

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
08-05-2014 TO 12-20-2014 KY0529702
M M&E FARMS LLC, MURRAY, KY
7 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed.
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO
AND DIVERSIFIED CROPS WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE. $10.10/HR. 3/4 CONTRACT
HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT
COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER. COMPLETE
INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)
THE KY DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079. USING JOB ORDER
NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW
SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT
EMPLOYERS COST, POST EMPLOYMENT.

FT and PT positions available for Clinical
Associates at short-term residential substance
abuse treatment center located in Mayfield, KY.
Expenence with individuals with substance
abuse issues and psychiatric and behavioral
disorders preferred Minimum Qualifications
Must have a high school diploma or equivalent,
must have a valid Dnver's License, and be able
to pass certain background checks CNA
applicants strongly encouraged to apply SEND
RESUME TO Julie Castleberry, Vice President
of HR, Four Rivers Behavioral Health, 425
Broadway, Suite 201 Paducah, KY 42001
Open until tined EOE
4 Temporary Farm Workers Needed.
Kimbro Farms LLC - Murray, KY. Perform all
duties of Tobacco & Row Crop Production;
including irngating, harvesting, storing, & packaging, other alternative work. Employment
Dates: 08/11/2014 - 12/31/2014. $10.10/hr
Piece rates may be offered. Worker guaranteed
3/4 of contract hours. Tools provided at no cost.
Free housing provided to non-commuting workers. Transportation & subsistence reimbursed
when 50% of contract is met. Random drug
testing may be done after hire at employer's
expense. Contact the State Workforce Agency
at 502-564-7456 and reference job order
number KY0531011.

CCS
CORRECT CARE
S oLu -riciNs
Become a Part of the Solution!
Correct Care Solutions is currently seeking topnotch healthcare professionals to join our team.
Medical Director/Physician - Kentucky State
Penitentiary located in Edcfyville, KYFull Time (40hrs/wk)
Medical Director/Physician - Western KY
Correctional Complex located in Fredonia, KYPart Time (8hrs/wk)
Medical Director/Physician - Green River
Correctional Complex located in Central City,
KY- Part Time (16hrs/wk)
RN's and LPN's -PRN
We otter generous compensation and a benefits
package which includes medical, dental, vision,
401K, FSA, tuition reimbursement and more.
For immediate consideration, please apply
online at www.correctcaresolutions.com/careers
CCS is an EEO Employer

Clinical Practitioner
Four Rivers Behavioral Health, Western
Kentucky's oldest and largest behavioral health
organization, is currently seeking a Clinical
Practitioner for a short-term residential
substance abuse treatment facility located in
Mayfield. KY. This position is full-time and
exempt from wage and hour regulations.
Principal Duties and Responsibilities:
Duties include (but are not limited to): Providing
information, screening, referral, and intake
services. Evaluating, assessing, screening and
referring consumers. Formulating diagnostic
impressions and developing treatment plans
appropriate to the related diagnostic
impressions. Performing psychosocial and other
evaluations allowable under the "scope of
practice" of his/her professional licensure or
certification. Providing treatment services
utilizing a variety of evidenced based modalities
and techniques as appropriate. Integrating
behavioral and physcial health care by
providing mental health and substance abuse
counseling.
Qualifications: Must have experience with the
substance abuse population. A Master's Degree
in a behavioral health discipline or a degree and
experience in nursing that qualifies for third
party paryment is also required. Licensure/certification from relevant professional board. Must
possess a professional practice credential,
which meets the third-party billing requirements
(independent license preferred). Must be able to
pass background checks and possess a current
driver's license.
Salary and Benefits: Salary is commensurate
with experience and iicensure level. competitive
benefits are available.
Application Process: Applications are
available to download at www.4rbh.org. Mail
applications with Curriculum Vitae to: Julie
Castleberry, Vice President for Human
Resources, Four Rivers Behavioral Health, 425
Broadway, Paducah, KY 42001. Open until
filled.

MANUFACTURING
Company located In
Paris, TN seeking full
time Office Team
Member.
Responsibilities
include: Quoting and
purchasing;
Negotiation of contracts; Assisting with
Inventory management. Requirements:
Bachelor's Degree; 13 years Purchasing or
Accounting experience
preferred;
Ability to work independently with minimum
supervision;
Strong math and
organizational skills;
in
Proficient
Microsoft Excel and
Word; Excellent communication and negotiation skills. Pay
negotiable based on
experience. Recent
college
graduates
encouraged to apply.
Must
pass
drug
screen.
Email
resume with 3 references
to
parisTNmanufacturin
gegmall.com ; Equal
Opportunity
Employer/M/F/D/V;
TN
Drug
Free
Workplace Employer
PROFESSIONAL
Safes Reps Needed:
All leads provided,
quality products, excellent work environment
Send
resume:
info0pecoproducts.co
m Salary + Benefits

EOE
Employment Opportunity
Cable Installer. Murray Electric System, a
multi-service municipal public utility, is seeking
qualified candidates for the position of Cable
Installer. Position reports to Chief Broadband
Technician and requires a high school diploma.
Preferred candidates would have previous
experience in the cable television industry of at
leastThree years. Duties would include installing
broadband service to residential and
commercial customers_ Applicant should be a
resident of Calloway County or be willing to
relocate within 180 days. MES offers an
attractive benefits and retirement package with
salary commensurate with expehence and
qualifications. Please send resume, salary
requirements and three references to. General
Manager, Murray Electric System. P.O. Box
1095 Murray, KY 42071 Or email:
tthompsonOmurrayelectric.net Absolutely no
phone calls

"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
&soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 7533633
CASH FOR GOOD
USED REFRIGERASTOVES,
TORS,
HEATERS, AIR CONDITIONERS,
CARPETING, ETC 270753-4109
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
PAYING $20 and up
for old silver dollars
270-293-6999
150

Construction Workers
Robinson Construction Company is accepting
applications and resumes tor carpenters, rod
busters. concrete finishers, structural welders, iron
workers. rnilksinghts. pipe fitters. ppe welders,
operators, crane operators, field engineers,
foreman and superintendents for heavy ridustnal
work MSHA training is helpful but not required
EOE Apply at 1821 Peartree Lane, Hopkineville.
KY 42240 or Sera resumes to
dbuehlererobinecinconstruction corn

Articles
For Sok

Want to Buy
Couch, good condition
2 Pillows, Regular size
down
overstuffed
feathers.
Pool, new, 10 ft x 30 in
with accessories.
270-226-4670
Vacuum cleaners, bags
& hoses.
Jerry's Sporting Goods
Mayfield, KY
Appliances
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
605 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-75341556
1505 Duiguld Drive
TDo l-al5-545-1a33 tit 213
rcpaci

180
Lawn & Garden
Walter's Lawn Service
Reliable. Free Estimate.
10% Senior Citizen
Discount.
Best ;ince. Satisfaction
guaranteed or it's free.
(270)293-7220
200
Sports Equipment
Motorcycle helmets
ackets. boots, saddle
bags Jerry's Sporting
Goods. Mayfield,KY

1

2BR, IBA
$525 Mth.
270-978-1400

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270)753-6266
Cell:(270)293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. tA-F

Auto Parts

DOG
Obedience.
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.
410
PublkSaie
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Murray Ledger at Times
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is subiect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discnmina,
tion based on race, color, religion, se,, handicap, familial status or national origin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations Of discnminaFair

State law, torbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for rear estate which
is not in violation of the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportu
nib' ba,is.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements. contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milam.(7031648-1000

REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE. Apartment building and duplexes. Visit
hicholsent.com/properties or call 270-7534109

r

illgeb Fernery!

Manufactured Home
Lots for rent in Riviera
Courts 270-753-3280

Illi

anas For Sale

52 acres of Prime
Hunting and. Road
frontage on Faxon, Ins,
& Center Ridge Rd.
Asking
$115,000.
(270)767-4228, ask for
Tony.

Brick, 4 BR,2BA,
Carport
2587901
backyard.
Fenced
1619 Loch Lomond.
$169,900.
(636) 751-3411
twallinS murraystate edu
CHECK out this baby
doll!. Occupied.
780 sq ft. 2BR C/H/A
Covered porches,
storage bldg, new
paint, surveyed property.
Lots of extras
$14,750.00.
With reasonable offer,
you can own it! East
Elementary area Drive
by 229 White Oak,
Murray KY, 270-7536012

2,300S011
Offlee/Retell/
Warehouse Space
802 Maple Street

270-753-8004

5-6122

Call 753-5606

2010 Dodge 1500 pickup, camper shell, tow
package, very good
condition, 46K miles.
$23,000 270-767-9051
4Dr, 99 Malibu runs
great, engine good
shape, interior needs
minor fixing, -As Is
&1,600.00 Call
270-761-6419
1997 Lincoln Mark VIII.
Luxury sport coupe,
V8, heated seats, 6CD
changer, sunroof, 83k
miles, new tires, battery. $1800. 753-9038

SOTVICes Offered
•Handyrnan Services
•Yard Work
•Gutters Cleaned

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation
Well Drilling
Well Pump Service

l

•
•
*
plie**) 14,4•

ices Ofbred

FUTRELL'S

Greg Mansfield
(
w
oe

TREE SERVICE
'Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding

_
Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters

'Firewood
*Insured

Great Horneiown Service
oco I spend your money out of
state keep it local!'

(270) 489-2839

(270)293-8400

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270)226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
6. TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(.270)293-8686
KENTUCKYLAKE
REMODELING-COM

ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service 25
years experience. Call
Don for free estimate
270-226-5576

Brandon's
Outdoor Service
•Bushogging
•Bladework
*Mowing
C-(270)972-0543
Daytime
H-(270)436-5277
After 6

CLEAN CUT
LAWN CARE
LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
Free estimates
Call Kevin at

270-293-4020

ric)

•,,

"Lx•Rnsect-Insurecl
40 yrs expnrmee
(270)759-0501

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zaoh 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106

TNT Surface
Cleaning
•Residental & Commercial!
*louses fences
concrete etc

*Insured •Sr ()recount
•Free Estimates
*Member OfAngles Lest

*Free Estimates

270-436-5959

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com
ALL
floonnrctecksevrindows•roofing•garage
doorrand so much
more! Call today for a
free quote. Nadeau
Construction. Proudly
Constructing
Satisfaction". 270-9782111 or 270-227-0067

•Expenence & Licensed
Murray, KY
.
270-350-8368

TRAVIS
ASPHAL

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service Licensed
and insured Free estimates. 436-2562, 2270267

Come Home..
a
quality-built
house on a
To
quiet cul-de-sac in Gatesboro.
3,000 sqft on 3/4 treed acre lot.

baths,
screened-in back porch. Hardwood,
carpet, permastone & tile throughout.
1100 Berkshire Court
Drive by and give us a call:
270.753.5615 or 270.293.2963
By appolistaseet *sty
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270-293-4256
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
LAWN Mowing
Free estimates
Colby: 270-227-9027

ON BEA

MINI
STORAGE'

L_<

•

tut!I

Sits Un
24/7Surveillance •Electricity
Now Have 10 CHITtlite Control Units
1112 Whiter•11 Ms

• weekly & special pickups
locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

FtUrl Frame
1270) 227-3140
12701 474-0323

Looldn

Pus hog - Scalrnating
Striping
Cras el-Dirt-Sand
ItiS1 lNlS

IALL'S WASTE
MANA(;I MI NT

FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
.24 Hour

Murray L. I

Toda

Drywall. Painting,
Plumbing, Flooring, Decks

Hill Electric
Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

MITCHELL
BROS.
PA V/NG
, - • 11 A fl

'Home Improvements
•Etath cf Kitchen

Residential &
Agricultural

Four large bedrooms,3 full

Auto Shop

270

14. 15, 16 inch
Starting at $20
mounted

NNW Mane
0 0III*a1f

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
676 Walston Road
720 S.4TH ST.
4BR, 3 full baths, large
Lanier of 121 S.& Glendale. all purpose room, nice
appliances, 2 heating
IOXIO's & Khan
units, hardwood &
(270) 436-2524
ceramic tile floors, nice
moldings. Must see!
PREMIER
270-753-5344
MiNISTORAGE

clean up / body
newly painted
single bey
605 S 3rd

USED TIRES

Gary 270-227-0420

New 2-4
Bedroom homes In
Riverfield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

•Inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
'Safe & clean
*We sell boxes!
*We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.
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Pets & Sappho

•Home Repairs

3 Bedroom 2 Bath
All Appliances, Deck,
Storage
Carport,
Building. Available July
23rd
$885.00 month, 1501
Story Ave. 270-2939493, 270-759-5885
3BR, 1.58A, immaculate home on 1 acre of
part like setting. Lease
with option to buy.
$950/month 361-8153308
VERY Nice 3bd/1ba
house, next to MSU,
Pet welcome, C/H/A,
Own
appliances,
$700.00/deposit
1606 Main St.
270-227-3250.

Answer to previous pusds

Difficu ty Level *

Real Estate

1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.

TRRETTLIPRIIMITIFir 2BR 2 full bath duplex.
all appliances & washSells at Hazel
er & dryer, cable &
Antique Mall and
furnished
Trends-n-Treasures water
$650/month, no pets
104 Park St 753-2225
We want to buy your
coinsf Appraise coons
2BR, 2BA duplex.
and answer questions
$550/mo. + deposit, no
pets please Available
Fuhrmann
Dr
7-1 Calf 492-8566
270-753-4161
after-6pm Of 293-8566

2
8_
9 5, 1 x
15,6

48 _
_ 27 A
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34
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3
e
9
27
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Houses For Runt
1006 Payne Street
3BR, 2BA, garage,
fenced-in back yard, al
appliances,
three
blocks from campus,
available July. Rent
$750/month
plus
deposit 270-498-8992
270-227-2933
270-293-8064
2 bedroom 2 bath
Lake Front Property
Private Dock
$900 mth. 1 year lease
270-252-4035
2 or 3BR Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsent.com
/properties

1

93

NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211
NICE
2 bedroom
Duplex W/ carport,
appliances NO pets,
1yr lease. 270-2277414
NOW LEASING
1,2 & 313edroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO # 711
VERY nice 4BR, 2BA,
newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898

13) Dave Green

_5 4 7

9

and oveicc,,,,

Hazel 3br 2ba 270492-8526

1BR apt in various
locations.
Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898

Conceptis Sudoku

•AM.*, p 06 NA,

Storage Rentals

BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Mattress Sets, Still
in plastic, King $385,
Full $185. (270)2934 1 21
Queen Pillow Top mattress set. NEW in plastic. $195. Can Deliver
270-293-4121

SUDOKU

fl41/***0.1is d*

C*Jr

Sucitiku isa flutititir-olsonti puzzle based on a 91(9 gnd with
several Oen numbers The otsect is to piace the numbers 110
9,5 the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the sari* number oily once The difficulty levei
of the Concepts Suooku increases from Monday to Sunday

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
IslettilaUtimumerclaUllosidestlal
lamas C.Sallimers
W

(270) 759-0890

GARLANti
RENTAL
"If you've got It, we sea store It"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations.
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• kilBC Storage- 1900 N. 12th St
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
'Brand New Motorhorrie Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905
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Ten years ago
Vickie Travis of Murray and Alan
Stout of Crittenden County were
selected from six nominees to the
Murray State University Board of
Regents by Governor Ernie
Fletcher.
Sara Johnson, a senior professional accounting major at Murray State
University and a graduate of
Calloway County High School is
shown with U.S. Senator Mitch
McConnell. She is serving as a legislative intern for banking and tax
issues in Washington, D.C. She is
the daughter of Janet Johnson Wyatt
and Roger Johnson.
Pictured is Richard VanSickle, P4 student in Mrs. Dawson's class
who was recognized as the top earner for the Math-a-Thon. He raised
$1 254.75 for St. Jude.
The Murray Youth Swim Team
poses with its trophy after earning
third place in the Hopkins County
YMCA
Invitational
in
Madisonville. Team members pictured are Erik Hanna, Jesus
Siguerio. Daniel McGee, Hallie
Sutton, Logan (human. Holly
Oatman, Nicole McGee, coach Pat
Wathen, Robyn Owen and Josh
Owen.
Twenty years ago
Pictured is First Lady Libby Jones
as she presents the Girl Scout Gold
Award to Shawna Thompson and
Felecia Galloway. Each girl was
also presented with the Kentucky
Governor's Youth Merit Award.
Coming from II different states,
the Murray High School Class of
1944 held its 50 year reunion. Fiftytwo persons attended and a barbecue picnic was held at the home of
W.L. and Margaret Polly.
Children in P4s distinguished
themselves by earning $75 or more
for St, Jude. They are Ashley
Winchester, Carley Faughn. Sara
Jane Cunningham, Jessica Duffy,
Elizabeth Johnson, Sarah Simmons,
Allison Perry, Kyle Dean, Brian
Talky, Caleb Mathis. Chase
Lambert. Jason Wattier and Justin
Baurer.
Governor's School of the Arts
participants pictured are Catherine
Bates, Sarah Alleson Conklin, Ryan

Cunningham. Jessika Jones, April
McKee!, Melody Parker and Erica
Rowlett.
Thirty years ago
Group B of ladies Tennis at the
Murray Country Club lineup is
announced as follows: court one Joy Waldrop. Lashlee Foster, Cathy
Young and Patsy Miller; court two Gayle Foster, Marilyn Adkins,
Vickie Baker and Janie Ryan; court
three - Mug Rigsby, Janice Howe;
Norma Frank and Annie Knight;
court four - Jennifer Hewlett. Becki
Wilson, Pat Seiber and Kathy
Kopperud.
Earlier this month, Kopperud
Realty surpassed the $2 million
mark in real estate sales. The
Kopperud "Home Team" consists of
Warren Shropshire, Geri Anderson,
George Gallagher, Frankie McNutt,
Bill Rayburn, Barbara Erwin. Tom
Hopkins and Bill Kopperud.
Forty years ago
Governor Wendell H. Ford will
bring his "Government to the
People" to Calloway County on
July 12.
The Calloway County 4-H Dairy
Judging Teams won top honors at
the state contest at University of
Kentucky. Team members include
Steve McCuiston, Steve Howard,
Sandra Stark, Alene Paschall, Krit
Stubblefield and Anthony Webb.
Coaches are Kathy Stubblefield and
Ted Howard.
Becky Gould. Cindy Gould,
Allyson Holt. Lisa Harrell. Lynn
Hewitt; Gwen Purdom, Cindy
Chrisman and Elizabeth Whitmer
are cheerleaders at Murray High
School.
Fifty years ago
Local students receiving degrees
at Indiana University Bloomington
are William Hine. B.S. in physical
education and Suzanne Moyer,A.B.
in French.
Recent births reported include a
girl to Mr.and Mrs.Charles Carroll.
Sixty years ago
Installed as officers of the Murray
Business and Professional Women's
Club were Lucille Ross, Lorene
Swann, Vivian Hale, Euva Nell
Mitchell and Meddle Talent.

By the Associated Press
Today is Monday, June 30. the
181st day of 2014. There are 184
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 30, 1934, Adolf Hitler
launched his "blood purge" of political and military rivals in Germany in what came to ,be known
as "The Night of the Loris Knives."
On this date:
In 1859, French acrobat Charles
Blondin(blahn-DAN') walked back
and forth on a tightrope above
the gorge of Niagara Falls as thousands of spectators watched.

In 1908, the Tunguska Event
took place in Russia as an asteroid exploded above Siberia, leaving 800 square miles of scorched
or blown-down trees.
In 1912, Canada's deadliest tornado on record occurred as a
cyclone struck Regina, the provincial.capital of Saskatchewan,killing
28 people.
In 1933.the Screen Actors Guild
was established.
In 1958,the U.S. Senate passed
the Alaska statehood bill by a
vote of 64-20.
In 1963, Pope Paul VI was

Try physical therapy and
massage to relieve arthritis pain
DEAR ABBY: Al 2 p.m., July
Fourth, I would love nothing better than for all Americans to stop
briefly and give our country a
ring ... well, THREE rings to be
exact.
On July 4. 1963. President John
F. Kennedy proclaimed the ringing of bells nationwide with the
words, "Let's
ring freedom
bells!" I was
White
a
House aide
then, and I
vividly recall
how exciting
it was when
bells
rang
across
the
Dear Abby nation coast
to
coast.
Since then,
By Abigail
many AmeriVan Buren
cans have forgotten to keep the tradition going.
Let's start again!
From one American to another, I ask all citizens to help me
revive the ringing of bells at 2
p.m. this July Fourth in celebration of the adoption of the Declaration of Independence. It's easy.
Ring a bell, shake your keys, tap
a glass or find a bell-ringing app
on your smartphone. It will give
our country a much-needed sense
of unity and connection to our
past as one nation, one people.
The Ironworkers, Sheet Metal
Workers and Firefighters International Unions of the AFL-CIO,
The National Cartoonists Society
and Malmark Inc. have joined
with No Greater Love in this special celebration of our freedom
and the guardians who protect us
-- our troops,firefighters and police.
Please. Abby. make your millions of readers aware of this
effort. As inscribed on the Liberty Bell, "Let us proclaim liberty
throughout the land unto all the
inhabitants thereof," -- CARMELLA LASPADA, FOUNDER, NO
GREATER LOVE

DEAR DOCTOR K: I hioe
DEAR CARMIELL A: I'm glad
osieoarthritis My doctor recomto help. I agree that shared tramends NSAIDs titer acetaminoditions are the glue that binds us
together as a nation. So readers. phen for pain relief Why -) What
is the ad% antagel
on July Fourth, take a moment
DEAR READER: The answer'
to quietly reflect on what this holto
your question lies at the type
iday is all about. Then make a
joyful noise and thank God for • of damage osteoarthntis inflicts
Osteoarthritis results from the detehis blessings on our country and
rioration of cartilage, the tough,
the freedoms we enjoy today That's
flexible tissue that covers the ends
the American spirit!
of your bones
at every Joint
DEAR ABBY: My fiancee and
in your body.
I share a credit card that was opened
The cartilage
under my name. I use it for gas
is a cushion
and household or family needs.
keeps
that
She uses it for personal things
one
bone
such as buying dolls for her colfrom grinding
lection.
against anothI was informed that I will no
er bone
longer be able to use the card
As cartiafter the last statement we got. (I
Dr. Komaroff lage degetxn)enrehad spent more than $100 on gas
ales, patches
By
for the month.) I feel I am using
of
the card for the purpose for which
Dr. Anthony
become
it was intended. Buying things
Komaroff
exposed.
that aren't for the family wasn't
Those patchlekof bone start to
our agreement.
rub against eacif Other and become
I'm not sure how to approach
irritated. They try to repair themher about this without it becomselves, but the repairs are uneven.
ing an argument. She has a spendbumpy. jagged. This further irriing problem.
tates the surrounding soft tissues
I recently found a job. so I
and causes inflammation.
contribute financially to the houseA key part of arthritis treathold. This is something that has
ment is drug therapy to alleviate
been thrown in my face every
pain and inflammation. The first
time we talk about money. I want
step is usually over-the-counter
to see the statement so I can comacetaminophen (Tylenol). Doctors
pare - who spent how much on
what, but when I ask to see it. often recommend, it first because
it relieves mild pain and is easy
she gets defensive. -- IN THE
on the stomach.
DARK IN MICHIGAN
But nonsteroidal anti-inflammaDEAR IN THE DARK: If the
tory drugs (NSAIDs) are often
credit card is in your name, then
more effective. That's because they
you are responsible for anything
not only relieve pain, but also
that is purchased with it. The
statements are addressed to you, reduce inflammation. NSAIDs
and you have a right to see them. include aspirin, ibuprofen (Advil.
Motrin, others) and naproxen
That your fiancee is refusing to
Naprasyn).
(Aleve.
show them to you is a sure sign
NSAIDs work by inhibiting the
that she has something to hide.
That's why you must take the COX-1 and COX-2 enzymes.
card away from her to ensure that COX-1 protects the stomach lining from stomach acids and harsh
she isn't putting you into a financial hole you won't be able to digestive enzymes. COX-2 causes pain and inflammation. NSAIDs
dig yourself out of.
relieve pain and inflammation by

crowned the 262nd head of the
Roman Catholic Church.
In 1972, for the first time, a
leap-second was added to Coordinated Universal Time to account
for the slowing rotation of the
Earth.
In 1984, playwright and screenwriter. Lillian Hellman. 79. died
on Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts.
In 1994. the Supreme Court
ruled, 6-3, that judges can bar
even peaceful demonstrators from
getting too close to abortion clinics.

THE TITANIC TOWELS
Pewter is wonderful, but it needs to be handled
Dear Readers: Here is this carefiAly when cleaning: you do not want to do
week's SOUND OFF about the anything that can cause damage. According to The
big size of towels:
Pewter Society, the first step should always be to
"I have a complaint about wash in hot, soapy water. This should remove a lot
the large size of bath towels. I of dirt and tarnish. If your pewter needs a little
still use a very old bath towel extra cleaning, or if it looks dark, you can try
that is a manageable size. It is using an all-purpose, nonabrasive metal polish (not
perfectfor wrapping mylong hair silver polish). If these don't work or If you are
by
on top of my head when I get nervous about damaging the piece, you can take it
Heloise out of the shower. I can't do to an experienced pewter collector or seller for
this with a heavy, oversized bath further advice. — Heloise
towel, and a hand towel is too small. My husband CARRY IN CAR
loves the bigger bath towels, but he's tall and I'm
Dear Heloise: I always carry an old sheet in
not. I can't find a smaller bath towel like they my car in case I see an animal that has been hit
used to make." — Louise K., Ventura. Calif.
by a car and needs to be moved. I've had to use
That can be a hassle! Try asking a store employ- it once. I gave it to a dog's owner and let him
ee, or look online for smaller towels. Some com- transfer the dog to the sheet.
panies even make specific towels just for wrapping
I also carry an old tennis racket. It comes in
handy to put between you and a dog as a shield
up wet hair. — Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
-(not a club) in case it looks like it might bite. I've
Heloise
never had to use it. but I think real estate agents
P.O. Box 795000
and delivery people might. want to carry one. —
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Sherry G., Cecil, Ala.
Fax: 1-210-HELOISE
What great hints! The old sheet also can be
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
used to protect your seats if you see a stray and
FAST FACTS
want to pick it up. — Heloise
Dear Readers: Here are places to try to donate CONVERTED SHEETS
old books that you no longer want:
Dear Heloise: We received an abundance of
* Nursing or assisted-living homes.
sheets for wedding gifts. So. I made bedroom cur* Schools —.either the library, or ask teachers. tains from a top sheet. They converted nicely at
* Give away to friends.
our next apartment by adding trim at the bottom
* Donate to town libraries.
and making a valance to match. They lasted more
* Start a lending library in your neighborhood. than 10 years and four moves. — A Reader, via
email
— Heloise
POLISH PEWTER
Dear Heloise: Is there a way I can clean my
(02014 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
pewter pieces? — Alice, via email

inhibiting COX-2 But by inhibiting COX- I . they often cause stomach problems. including bleeding
and ulcers
COX-2 inhibitors are a newer
type of NSAID Ihese drugs inhibit only the COX-2 enzyme insulted
in pain and inflammation, they
spare the protecti%e COX- I
enzyme. As a result, they relier
pain as well as the strongest
NSAIDs with less stomach irritation.
However, COX-2 inhibitors
increase the risk of heart attack
and stroke. Only one COX-2
inhibitor, celecoxib (Celebrex
remains on the market.
If you choose a traditional
NSAlD, ask your doctor about
taking it with a stomach-protecting drug. Examples include histamine blockers and proton-pump
inhibitors. (Some
medicines
already combine an NSAID with
a stomach-protecting medication.)
Also, don't use an NSAID every
day except under the supervision
of your doctor. It appears that
most of the NSAID drugs, like
the one COX-2 inhibitor that
remains on the market, very slightly increase the risk of heart attack
and stroke when taken regularly.
Finally, don't rely solely on
medication. Try other pain-relief
strategies such as physical therapy or massage. Strong muscles
around a joint can reduce the
force with which bone meets bone.
Physical therapy increases muscle strength.
Why massage, since the joint
is deep inside the body, well away
from the fingers of the person •
performing massage? Because
arthritis in a joint often causes
spasm of the muscles around that
joint. This is particularly true of
arthritis of the hip and knee. Massage can relieve the muscular pain.
I learned this when my right
hip developed severe arthritis.
While the hip hurt, the pain in
many of the muscles of my right
leg was worse than the hip pain.
Massage helped greatly.
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2014's "Godzilla," for one
Made suitable
Agent, for short
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Cow call
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Recital need
Mine finds
'I've Got the Music —"
Heir, often
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Three-dimensional
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Was furious
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The present
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Keselowski hungry for another
NASCAR championship
By GARY B. GRAVES
AP Sports Writer

GARRY JONES / AP Photo

Brad Keselowski takes a victory lap the wrong way in front of the
grandstand after winning the NASCAR Sprint Cup series auto race
Saturday, June 28, 2014 at Kentucky Speedway in Sparta, Ky.

SPARTA, Ky. (AP) — Brad
Keselowski will have to fine-tune his
victory celebrations after a shattered
champagne bottle left him with a
bloodied and bandaged right hand.
The upside is he might get more
chances to polish his post-race revelry
as he pursues his second Sprint Cup
Series championship in three years.
Already locked into the Chase with
a Las Vegas victory and a solid string

of top-fives, Keselowski delivered his
most dominant run at Kentucky
Speedway. He started from the pole
and led 199 of 267 laps en route to his
second win this season.
The Penske Racing driver heads to
Daytona International Speedway
fourth in points and showing the form
that carried him to the 2012 championship. Missing last year's Chase also
seems to have made Keselowski wiser
— Saturday night notwithstanding.
"I want to win another championship," Keselowski said after a

roundabout journey between Victory
Lane and the infield care center to
receive four stitches after striking the
bottle on the podium.
"I don't want to be a guy that contends for a championship every three
or four years. I want to do it each and
every year and I know that opportunity is here, it's present and I want to
make the most of it."
The exuberant 30-year-old joked
that he was going through something
See NASCAR, 12A

NBA SUMMER
LEAGUE

MLB: DODGERS 6, CARDINALS 0

Racer trio
to play in
summer
league

Dodgers blast Cards
By GREG BEACHAM
AP Sports Writer

By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
The starting front court from one of
Murray State's most storied teams is
headed to the 2014 NBA Summer
League.
According to Alex Kennedy cf
Basketball Insiders, former Murray
State forward Ed Daniel was invited to
summer league action by the NBA's
Philadelphia 76ers over the weekend,
while former Racer teammate Ivan
Aska confirmed Sunday he will play
for the Miami Heat.
Both Daniel and Aska will begin
summer league action July 5 in
Orlando. Fla.
Daniel spent time with the Atlanta
Hawks during the summer league a
year ago, but played professionally in
Italy last season. Aska has spent time in
Belgium and Greece since graduating
following the 2011-12 season, which
saw the Racers finish 31-2.
Daniel is joined on the 76ers summer league roster by Big 12
Player of the Year Melvin Ejim,former Cincinnati standout Sean
Kilpatrick, Aaron Craft, Tim Frazier,
Scottie Wilbekin, Isaiah Sykes and
Ronald Roberts Jr.
Former All-American Isaiah Canaan
will also participate in the summer
league as a member of the Houston
Rockets, the team that drafted him No.
34 ON crall last year
an=

WORLD CUP

US set to face
Belgium for
place in World
Cup quarters

ALEX GALLARDO ( AP Photo

St. Louis Cardinals starting pitcher Shelby Miller throws against the Los Angeles Dodgers in the first
Inning of a baseball game on Sunday. June 29, 2014, in Los Angeles.

By RAF CASERT
AP Sports Writer
MOGI DAS CRCZES, Brazil(AP)
— Highly physical, probably defensive and ankiety-ridden for sure.
Not exactly the kind of happy football that fans have enjoyed so far at
the World Cup, but it's the likely scenario for Tuesday's second-round
match between Belgium and the
United States.
The stakes certainly are high'
enough. Belgium has not reached the
quarterfinals since 1986 and the U.S.
team has already exceeded expectations by emerging from a tough opening group and wants to ride that
momentum.
"Don't be content," U.S. coach
Jurgen Klinsmann said. "Nobody can
claim that he reached his 100 percent
yet."

That was after the Americans
played three grueling games in the
Amazon jungle and Brazil's tropical
northeast coast. The U.S. finished
ahead of Portugal and Ghana. taking
second place in Group G behind
Germany.
Tuesday's winner will face either
•Sea WOPILD CUP, 11 A

LOS ANGELES (AP)' — After
Clayton Kershaw completed a spectacular month on the mound with yet another dominant victory, he struggled to
muster much excitement about his performance or even the Los Angeles
Dodgers' leap to the top of the standings.
Kershaw knows it's only June, But
what a month it's been for the Dodgers
and their incredible left-hander.
Kershaw struck out 13 during seven
innings of five-hit ball. and Andre Ethier
hit a three-run homer in the Dodgers' 60 victory over the St. Louis Cardinals on
Sunday.
Kershaw (9-2) extended his careerbest scoreless streak to 28 innings in his
first home start since throwing his first
no-hitter June 18 against Colorado. He
went 6-0 with an 0.82 ERA in June,
yielding four runs in 44 innings and
striking out 61.
"More importantly, we've just won
every game," Kershaw said. "We're on a
good run. In a long season, we'll go on a
bunch of runs. We'Ve just got to make
sure the lowest points aren't as low."
The Dodgers have had nothing but
high points lately: With 12 wins in 16
games, Los Angeles (47-37) has pulled
virtually even with the slumping Giants
(46-36) atop the NL West. The Dodgers
were 9 1/2 games behind San Francisco
on June 8, but erased the entire deficit in
three weeks.
"When we were struggling early, I
think everyone knew in the back of their
minds that we could turn it around."
Kershaw said. "Coming back and tying
up the Giants in a month is not something we expected, just like we didn't
expect to go 42-8 last year, but we have
that ability."
Kershaw's bid for back-to-back home
no-hitters lasted exactly two pitches
before Matt Carpenter lined a single to
left. Although he walked two and retired
the side in order just once. Kershaw
never allowed a runner to reach third
base while getting at least one strikeout
in each inning.
•See CARDS. HA

NCAA

Has conference realignment at last reached a lull?
By DAVE CAMPBELL
AP Sports Writer
The latest wave of major conference
realignment lands ashore this week,
bringing with it geographical contradictions, upended traditions and financial
gains.
Welcome to the Atlantic coast,
Louisville.
Time to get to know' the Great Lakes.
Maryland and Rutgers.
Meet your new neighbors,schools of
the American Athletic Conference. The
footprint of the former Big East now
covers nine states, from Connecticut to
Texas.
The change in league memberships
has dominated college sports the last
decade as much as the chase for national championships. with power conferences competing for multimedia revenue and recruiting exposure and the
dominoes that fall in line behind them.
As of Tuesday, 12 more football
teams in the NCAA's bowl subdivision
will have new affiliations. The

American replaces Louisville (Atlantic
Coast) and Rutgers (Big Ten) with
East
USA-departing
Conference
Carolina, Tulane and Tulsa. Maryland.
a 1953 ACC original, bolts for the Big
Ten.
Of the 128 schools to play at the
FBS level this season, more than 40
percent have made at least one move
over the past decade That figure doesn't even include the shake-ups of the
mid-to-late 1990s that produced the Big
12, Conference USA and the Mountain
West. Flip the calendar back 25 years
and find only 48 teams that have stayed
put. That means more than 62 percent
of them switched during that span.
There aren't other major moves on
the immediate horizon. though. Might
this mean administrators, coaches, athletes and fans can finally take a deep
breath and start getting used to the new
landscape?
"Hopefully, we're starting one of
thipse periods where we're all intact and
can reach our full potential," ACC
Commissioner John Swofford said.

Legal and practical reasons point to
a lull. NCAA revenue stfaring rights
and the pay-for-play debate are the current attention-getters. All five major
leagues — the Atlantic Coast, Big Ten,
Big 12, Pac- I 2 and Southeastern conferences — have long-term television
contracts in place. These "grant of
rights" agreements generally prevent
further departures and make additions
thatforce revenue division into smaller
shares less attractive.
The court fight between the ACC
and Maryland offers another discouragement of destabilization. After the
ACC filed a lawsuit over Maryland's
requirement to pay the full exit fee of
approximately $52 million, Maryland
filed a $157 million counterclaim
against the league.
"Change is never easy. But I think
over time people will accept it, and
everything will level and even out."
said former Minnesota athletic director
Joel Maturi, who was a part of planning
for the 2011 addition of Nebraska to the
Big Ten that touched off the last big

boom.
Four of the five second-tier FBS
conferences
—
the - American.
Conference USA, Mid-American,
Mountain West and Sun Belt — will
play with odd numbers in 2014 and thus
leave one or more teams out of league
play every weekend all season.
And consider this quirk of a I4-team
Big Ten: Minnesota opened TCF Bank
Stadium on campus in 2009. and
Indiana will make its first visit there in
... 2018. The Gophers will have played
Middle Tennessee State, New Mexico
State and San Jose State twice each at
their new home before hosting the
Hoosiers once. Minnesota's visit to
Indiana in 2013 was the only one
scheduled in a I2-season span.
The big winner in this, though,could
be Louisville. The Cardinals have
developed a top-tier football team to
accompany the basketball powerhouse.
and they'll introduce their flourishing
programs and sparkling venues to the
IN See CONFERENCES, 11A
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Kershaw still finished strong
by striking pinch-hitter Jon Jay
and Carpenter to end the seventh,
earning a loud standing ovation
from the Dodger Stadium crowd.
He's been the best pitcher in
the world (lately)." said Matt
Kemp. who drove in the
Dodgers' first run. "You get a day
off from your legs sometimes
when he's pitching. because.you
don't have to run too much (in
the field)."
The Dodgers took three of
four from St. Louis in a rematch
of last season's NL championship
series. Ethier capped Los
Angeles' four-run fifth inning
with a shot to right off Shelby
Miller (7-7) for his first homer
since May 27.
Carpenter had three hits for
the Cardinals, who were shut out
twice in the four-game series.
"We had a couple of guys on
with leadoff hits, and the next
thing you know', they're still
standing on the bag they started
on," St. Louis manager Mike
Matheny said."A couple of times
we had guys in scoring position,
but (Kershaw)just wasn't giving
us much. He's locked in."
Indeed, St. Louis had little
chance on another vintage day
for Kershaw, who hasn't allowed
a run since June 13. His 28inning scoreless streak is the
fifth-longest in franchise history,
trailing only a who's-who of
Dodgers
luminaries:
Orel
Hershiser, Don Drysdale. Don
Sutton and Sandy Koufax.
Kershaw has the longest streak
since Hershiser's record 59inning run in 1988.
"It's tough," Miller said of his
pitching matchup. "Knowing
what he's capable of and doing
what he's doing, you know
you've got to do the same thing.
It's just frustrating when you give
up runs and give up those big
innings. You give them a lot of
momentum."
Miller gave up seven hits and
six runs in five innings for St.
Louis, which is among the few
teams with a history of success
against Kershaw. The two-time
Cy Young winner entered the
game just 4-5 with a 3.75 ERA
inalsam •
onialez 'km the
Dodge first hit in the fourth
inning by bunting into the wideopen space near third base created by the Cardinals' severe
defensive shift. After Kemp
drove in Yasiel Puig, Gonzalez
scored on Juan Uribe's sacrifice
fly.
Puig hustled for a two-out
double in the fifth. and Gonzalez
drove him in. After Kemp doubled. Ethier connected for just
his fourth homer of the season,
setting off a dance party in the
Dodgers' dugout when he
returned.
NOTES: Dodgers starters
have walked two or fewer batters
in 33 straight games, the longest
NL streak in a century. ... Uribe
committed an error in the ninth,
ending the Dodgers' streak at
nine errorless games, their
longest in a decade. ... Dodgers
SS Hanley Ramirez sat out with
tightness in his left calf, one day
after returning to the lineup from
a four-game absence with a sore
right shoulder. Manager Don
Mattingly said Ramirez might be
headed to the disabled list.... The
Cardinals recalled RHP Jorge
Rondon from Triple-A Memphis
on Saturday. and he made his
major league debut Sunday,
pitching a hitless seventh inning.

Argentina or Switzerland in
Brasilia on July 5. With support
reaching fever pitch back
home,American players realize
the increased attention that
comes with each match is an
opportunity not to be missed to
promote the sport in the United
States.
"We want to obviously do
well for ourselves, for our
country, but it's a big step for
the growth of soccer if we get
past Belgium," U.S. defender
DaMarcus Beasley said.
Getting past Belgium is no
easy task. So far it has conceded only one goal - a penalty at
that - in three games. And in
Thibaut Courtois, the tram has
arguably the most exciting
young goalkeeper in the world.
While team captain Vincent
Kompany has been excellent in
the two games he's played, the
central defender has been
struggling with a recurring
groin strain and is a doubt for
Tuesday's game.
"We will have to assess it
tomorrow, how he moves." said
Belgium coach Marc Wilmots,
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Minor League Baseball
All Times EST
National League
East Division
W
L Pct
Atlanta
44 38 537
Washington
43 38 531
Miami
39 43 476
New York
37 45 451
Philadelphia
36 46 439
Central Division
W
L Pct
Milwaukee
51 33 607
Cincinnati
43 38 531
St Louis
44 39 530
Pittsburgh
42 40 512
Chicago
34 46 425
West Division
W
L Pct
San Francisco
46 36 561
LosAngeles
47 37 560
Colorado
36 46 439
San Diego
35 47 427
Anzona
35 49 417

Boston
Tampa Ba

GB
‘
,
"2

5
7
8
GB
6/
1
2
8
15
GB
10
11
12

Saturdays Games
Washington 3. Chicago Cubs 0. 1st
game
Atlanta 10, Philadelphia 3 1st game
N Y Mets 5 Pittsburgh 3
Milwaukee 7, Colorado 4
Oakland 7, Miami 6. 14 innings
Manta 5. Philadelphia 1. 2nd game
L A Dodgers 9, St Louis 1
Washington 7 Chicago Cubs 2. 2r1
game
Cincinnati 7, San Francisco 3. 11 innings
Anzona 3. San Diego 1
Sundays Games
Oakland 4. Miami 3
Atlanta 3. Philadelphia 2
Pittsburgh 5, N Y Mets 2
Colorado 10, Milwaukee 4
Cincinnati 4, San Francisco 0
San Diego 2. Arizona 1
LA Dodgers 6. St Louis 0
Mondays Games
Colorado (Flande 0-01 at Washington
(Zimmermann 5-4). 7 05 p m
Chicago Cubs (Arneta 4-11 at Boston
(Peavy 1-6). 7-10 p m
N V Mets (Z.Wheeler 3-8) at Atlanta
(A Wood 6-6). 7 10 p m
Cincinnati (Labs 1-0) at San Diego
(Hahn 3-1). 10 10 p m
Cleveland (K/uber 7-5) at L A Dodgers
(Haren 7-4), 10 10 p m
Tuesdays Games
Milwaukee at Toronto. 1 07 p m
Anzona at Pittsburgh, 7 05 p m
Colorado at Washington. 705 p m
Chicago Cubs at Boston. 7 10 p m
NY Mets at Atlanta. 7 10 p m
Philadelphia at Miami. 7 10 p m
Cincinnati at San Diego, 10 10 p m
Cleveland at LA Dodgers 10 10 p m.
St Louis at San Francisco, 10 15 pm
American League
East Division
W
L Pct
Toronto
45 39 536
41 38 519
New York
Baltimore
42 39 519

37 44 457
35 49 417
Central Division
IS
L Pct
Detroit
44 34 564
Kansas City
42 39 519
Cleveland
39 42 481
Chicago
39 44 470
Minnesota
37 43 463
West Division
L Pct
Oakland
51 30 630
Los Angeles
45 35 563
Seattle
44 38 537
Texas
37 44 457
Houston
36 47 434

1
2
6/
10
GB
1
2
3/
1
2
6/
71
/
2
8
GB
5/
1
2
7/
1
2
14
16

Saturdays Games
Chicago White Sox 4, Toronto 3
LA Angels 6, Kansas City 2
Texas 5. Minnesota 0
Tampa Bay 5 Baltimore 4
Detroit 4, Houston 3
Oakland 7, Miami 6. 14 innings
Boston 2, N Y Yankees 1
Cleveland 5. Seattle 0
Sundays Games
Chicago White Sox 4. Toronto 0
Oakland 4. Miami 3
Tampa Bay 12 Baltimore 7
Houston 6, Detroit 4
Kansas City 5, LA Angels 4
Minnesota 3, Texas 2
Seattle 3. Cleveland 0
Boston at NY Yankees, 8 05 p m
Mondays Games
Tampa Bay (Archer 4-51 at N V Yankees
(Phelps 3-4). 7 05 p m
Texas (J Saunders 0-4) at Baltimore
(U Jimenez 2-81. 7 05 p m
Oakland lKazmir 9-3) at Detroit
(A Sanchez 5-2). 7 08 p m
Chicago Cubs(Ameta 4-1) at Boston
(Peavy 1-6) 710 p.m
Kansas City (Duffy 4-7) at Minnesota
(Pin° 0-11.8 10 p m
LA Angels (Richards 8-2) at Chicago
White Sox (Noesi 2-5). 8'10 p m.
Seattle (Walker 0-0) at Houston (McHugh
4-6). 8 10 pm
Cleveland (Kluber 7-5) at L A Dodgers
(Haren 7-4), 10 10 p m
Tuesdays Games
Milwaukee at Toronto, 1 07 p.m.
Tampa Bay at N V Yankees. 7:05 p.m.
Texas at Baltimore. 7.05 p.m.
Oakland at Detroit, 7.08 p.m.
Chicago Cubs at Boston, 7:10 p.m
Kansas City at Minnesota, 8 10 p m
LA Angels at Chicago White Sox. 810
pm
Seattle at Houston 8 10 p m
Cleveland at LA Dodgers. 10 10 p m

GB
/
1
2
its

II Conferences...
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ACC this fall.
"It's just been remarkable
what has been accomplished
there. You couldn't help but pay
attention to what was happening
at Louisville," said Swofford,
whose league now spans from
Florida to Massachusetts, with
more television households and
total population than any other
conference in the country.
With television at the heart of
the matter, stability is never permanent. The industry of college
sports is no different from the
market-driven society in which
it exists.

"To strive and thrive, you've
got to get bigger. Conference
realignment is about exactly
that: having more economic
value when you get bigger," said
Chris Bevilacqua, a sports
media consultant. "It's not going
to stop, because the market
forces are going to continue to
incentivize and reward size. It's
not just college. It's everything
in the ecosystem. So will it settle down and pause for a while?
My guess is probably. Will there
be further consolidation and
realignment? I think most definitely. When will that happen?
That's hard to say."

CASTLEMAN TIRE 5 REPAIR, INC.
1880 St. Rt. 121 So. • Mayfield • 270-247-5866
Monday-Friday 7:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

INVENTORY SALE
185/65R14
195/60R15
195/65R15
215/70R15
235/75R15
205/55R16
225/60R16
245/75R16
265/75R16
215/55R17
225/60R17
245/65R17
265/70R17
235/65R18
275/55R20

MINERVA
LING LONG
WANLI
A PLUS
KENDA
LING LONG
TOP T
FUZION
FUZION
MINERVA
BOTO
LANDSAIL
A PLUS AT
MILESTAR
MINERVA

$54.00
$53.00
$58.00
$63.00
$70.00
$60.00
$67.00
$100.00
$105.00
$72.00
$70.00
$90.00
$101.00
$104.00
$110.00

•• •

adding his recovery was on
schedule. "1 cannot play him if
he is 80 percent only."
Another starter, Thomas
Vermaelen, has a hamstring
injury and has resumed individual exercises. Whether he
can play or not will be another
last-minute decision.
Add to that the cracked fibula of right back Anthony
Vanden Bon-e and an abductor
strain for Laurent Ciman, and
Wilmots could be in trouble.
Belgium
has
treaded
extremely carefully to line up
three one-goal victories and
emerge from its group with a
perfect record. Holding back,
avoiding errors and pouncing
late has become its mantra, and
if fans deplore the lack of joy
- too bad. The satisfaction of
beautiful football cannot match
the thrill of victory.
"If you ask me whether to
produce thrills and leave after
the group stage, or win all
games 1-0 and win the World
Cup, I prefer 1-0. That is
clear," Wilmots said. "I am
there to be a realist. I am not
there to please the stadium
fans."

And since the U.S. offense
has often been anemic. don't
bet on much of a goal-fest.
In the last two games.
Klinsmann opted for a formation with five midfieldera to
Clint
feed
lone
striker
Dempsey. Jozy Altidore, the
top American forward, has
been sidelined since straining
his left hamstring in the first
half against Ghana and has
been training on his own.
The U.S. hasn't played
Belgium in the World Cup
since winning 3-0 in its opening match of the very first tournament in 1930.
"We need to find a way to
bottle up their key players,"
U.S. goalkeeper Tim Howard
said. "but they have so many of
them. It will be difficult."
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with the freedom of choice!
Beer • Wine • Spirits • Cigars
Fine Cheeses • Chocolates • Rum Cakes
and Much More!

Join us every Saturday for
Seasonal Beer & Wine Tasting
ipm - 4pm
Come by & check out
our Growlers!
Our taps are open!
1310 N 12TH ST • 270-761-WINE
WWW.CELLARDOORMURRAY.COM
9AM-10PM MONDAY-THURSDA & 9.M-MIDNIGHT FRIDAY & SATUR

REXIN
195/60R15
225/65R16
265/70R16
215/55R17
225/65R17
275/65R18

CP641
CP672
ROADIAN HTX
•
CP672
ARIA AH7
ROADIAN AT

$74.00
$98.00
$122.00
$94.00
$101.00
$153,00

Most Nexen tires have mileage warranty road hazard warranty
and roadside assistance
,
r=1:
2

235/15R15
215/60R16
245/75R16
215/55R17
225/50R17
275/55R20

LTX MS2
DEFENDER
LTX MS2
DEFENDER
DEFENDER
LTX MS2

$150.00
$133.00
$173.00
$146,00
$158.00
$230.00

Alignments, Brakes & Oil Changes

ON BRAKE PADS!
UFETIME WARRANTY
computer balancing, valve stems,
Prices include mounting,
and free rotation every 5,000 miles

2009 Ford Flex
OF THE

WEEK

Want a vehicle with it all for you & your family?
Then check this out! This Flex has premium leather,
heated seating, rear entertainment DVD, premium
Sony Sound System. And price recently REDUCED!
Don't miss out on this unbeatable deal!

701 Main St. I Murray, Ky I 1.888.341.3968 I www.ParkerFord.com
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was reminiscent of his title
year, when everything seemed
to come together either by will
or circumstance.
like
"Performances
(Saturday), sometimes they're
few and far between," crew
chief Paul Wolfe said. "We'll
continue to work hard to put
together cars like this every
weekend, and this is the type of
performance we're going to
need to be able to compete for
another championship."
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